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SOCCER TRAINING GOAL WITH
COUNTERWEIGHT TYPE PROTECTOR

SKU: 30017-GB

7.32 x 2.44 m
Milled net suspension
Weight in ground frame
Fully welded
Optionally with ARENA net
protection

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

MOBILE AND ANTI-TILT TRAINING GOAL

This soccer training goal with counterweight in the ground frame is fully welded and
extremely robust and durable due to the thick-walled aluminum profiles used. The goal
frame is made of oval profiles measuring 100 x 120 mm, while the ground frame is made
of a square profile 80 x 80 mm. Due to the existing net hoops, the following projections
result: 0.80 m at the top, 2.00 m at the bottom. The training goal comes in natural
aluminum color.

Soccer training goal with counterweight in the ground frame

The counterweight of the training goal is integrated in the ground frame. In addition, the
goal is equipped with foamed air wheels, which allow very good maneuverability on the
field. The training goal can be moved widthwise. When tilted, it can also be easily moved
over uneven surfaces (e.g. troughs).
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The premium version of the training goal has a milled-in net suspension. The goal net can
therefore be mounted directly in the goal post and crossbar profile. The suspension is
deburred twice, which ensures an exact fit of the goal net and also a net-protecting
attachment. The milled net suspension also offers the advantage that no corners and
edges protrude from the goal frame profile and the safety of the athletes is guaranteed.

Training goal with TÜV certificate

The soccer training goal with counterweight meets all DFB (German Football Association)
and FIFA requirements and is manufactured according to the valid DIN 748. It also has a
TÜV certificate (TÜV - German Association for Technical Inspection).

The scope of delivery does not include the bar system for the safe goal net attachment to
the ground frame as well as the goal net itself.

The anti-tilt soccer training goal can optionally be equipped with our ARENA net
protection. The ARENA net protection is used to close the net groove precisely and to
protect the goal net against theft. It is fixed in place with a screw lock.

Soccer training goals and more from the manufacturer

Buy soccer training goals with counterweight directly from the manufacturer! At artec®
Sportgeräte you get everything your soccer heart desires. As a manufacturer, we attach
great importance to the quality and durability of our goals and sports equipment. artec®
also offers you a variety of different goals: Whether soccer training goals, soccer goals for
competition, recreational goals, youth goals or even mini goals. Our large assortment
leaves nothing to be desired! Just choose the right goal for your purposes in the webshop
and let us convince you of the quality! You are also welcome to get more information
about the technical details of the goals for training.
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VARIATIONS

Image SKU Description ARENA net protection

30017-GB-AR with net protection

30017-GB without net protection
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ZUSÄTZLICHE INFORMATIONEN

Goal Size 7.32 x 2.44 m

Model Fully Welded

Goal projection top 80 cm

Goal projection bottom 200 cm

Goal frame profile Oval profile 100 x 120 mm

Ground Frame Profile Square Profile 80 x 80 mm

Anti-tipping With Tip Safety

Drivability Mobile according to width

Product Line Premium

Color / Surface Natural Aluminum

Certification Mark TÜV tested

Goal net suspension Milled net suspension

Type of Weights Weights in Ground Frame

ARENA net protection with net protection, without net protection


